Efficacy of positive contrast imaging techniques for molecular MRI of tumor angiogenesis.
Superparamagnetic iron oxide particles (SPIOs) are promising contrast agents for molecular MRI. To improve the in vivo detection of iron-based contrast media, positive contrast imaging techniques have been developed. Here, the efficacy of two positive contrast techniques, white marker and susceptibility gradient mapping (SGM), were evaluated for molecular MRI of tumor angiogenesis and compared with conventional negative contrast gradient echo (GE) imaging. In vitro, cylindrical phantoms containing varying iron oxide concentrations were used to measure the response of positive contrast techniques. In vivo, tumor bearing mice were used as a model for tumor angiogenesis. Mice were injected with unlabeled SPIOs (n = 5) or SPIOs labeled with cyclic NGR peptide (cNGR) (n = 5), which homes specifically to angiogenic microvessels. Pre- and post-contrast GE and white marker images were acquired. Subsequently, SGM images and R(2)(*) maps were calculated. For image analysis, the contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) and the percentage of enhanced voxels (EVs) in the tumor rim and core were calculated. In vitro, the linear increases in MRI signal response for increasing iron oxide concentration were much stronger for SGM than white marker. In vivo, the CNR of GE, white marker and SGM imaging was 5.7, 1.2 and 6.2, respectively, with equal acquisition times. Significant differences in the percentage of EVs between the tumor rim and core were found using R(2)(*) mapping, GE and SGM (p < 0.05). The two contrast agents had significantly different percentages of EVs by R(2)(*) mapping and SGM in the rim (p < 0.001). The in vivo efficacy of white marker and SGM was evaluated for molecular MRI relative to GE imaging and R(2)(*) mapping. Only SGM, and not white marker, can be used to transfer the negative contrast from targeted SPIOs in a positive contrast signal without loss of CNR.